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Replacement TV Setup
Choose whether your new TV is in the same room as the DISH receiver:

TV 1

TV 2

1

Is there a DISH picture on the TV screen?
If you have already connected your new TV and have a DISH picture on the screen, the only remaining step is to program the remote
(/support/products/remotes/how-to/program-to-tvother).
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If there isn't a DISH picture on the screen yet, continue setup with the steps below.

2

Is there a manufacturer picture on the TV screen?
If your TV is displaying a manufacturer setup screen, follow the instructions that came with the TV to complete manufacturer setup before continuing with
these steps.
If you are unable to complete the manufacturer setup, please contact the manufacturer of your TV.

3

Connect receiver-to-TV wiring
Different video cable types are shown below. Connect your video cable to the back of the TV and make sure it is connected tightly at the receiver as well.
HDMI

4

Component

RCA

Power on TV and additional equipment
If the screen is black, make sure your TV is powered on.
If you are using an audio receiver or other device (VCR/DVD/etc.) connected between the TV and DISH receiver, power it on as well.

5

On your DISH receiver, is the green light on steady?
If there is no green light on the front of your DISH receiver, press and release the power button on the front of the receiver. If the light is blinking or will not
come on, troubleshoot the problem with the receiver's power (/support/receiver-no-power).
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Press the SAT button
On your DISH remote, press and release the SAT button.

7

Change your TV input
On your TV manufacturer's remote or the TV itself, locate the Input button (may also be labeled Source).
Press the Input (or Source) button repeatedly, pausing two seconds between presses. Stop when you see a DISH picture on the screen, or when you have
cycled through all available inputs.
The correct input may match cable type identi ed above (HDMI cable will often have input HDMI1, HDMI2, etc.).

8

Program your DISH remote
Once you have a DISH picture on the screen, the only remaining step is to program the remote (/support/products/remotes/how-to/program-to-tvother).
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If there is no DISH picture on the screen, continue to the next step.

9

Having problems?
Please contact your TV manufacturer for assistance setting up your new TV. If you have already contacted the manufacturer, contact us (/support/contact)
for further assistance.

Feedback
DISH values your feedback. Let us know what you like about this page or what we can do to improve your online experience.
Provide feedback

Chat With A Representative
If you require immediate assistance with your account, chat now with an online representative.
My Billing

Chat Now

Contact Us (/support/contact)
Support (/support)
Accessibility (/accessibility)
dishLATINO (http://www.dishlatino.com/)
DISH Media Sales (http://www.dishmediasales.com/)
Business Owners (http://commercial.dish.com/business/)
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